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Vivien?

- 1977

- linguist/researcher at Instituut voor

Nederlandse Taal (INT), Leiden, The 

Netherlands (Dutch Language Institute)

- lexicographer Algemeen Nederlands

Woordenboek (ANW) and 

Neologismenwoordenboek (NW)

- ... today: Neologismenwoordenboek

(dictionary of neologisms)
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Neologisms in Dutch

- mostly compounds: toetsenbordkrijger
‘desktop warrior’; fluistervideo, ‘short video in 
which women talk with a whispering voice which 
is supposed to be very relaxing’ 

- sometimes derivations: ontspullen, 
ontrommelen ‘to declutter’

- sometimes multi-word units: urban gym 
‘workout in public space, using trees, benches, 
bridges etc. as fitness equipment or fitness 
gear’
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Special kind of compounds: portmanteau 
words

glamping ‘glamourous camping’

brotox ‘botox for “bros”, for men’

hangry ‘hungry and angry’

infobesitas ‘overwhelming amount of information, 

especially on social media’

cyberchonder ‘someone who is excessively worried 

about having a serious illness and who is looking for 

symptoms online’

egozine ‘magazine mostly devoted to one, often famous, 

person’
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Words with new meanings and new 
loanwords: neologisms as well

- already existing words with a new meaning: slim ‘smart’; eerlijk ‘fair’
- new loanwords: 
plogging: portmanteau-word of Swedish plocka ‘to pick’ and English jogging
frosecco ‘prosecco mixed with ice cubes; frozen prosecco’
thighbrow ‘skin roll created at the top and front of the thigh while someone     
is bending forward, sitting or kneeling’. 
(The pose in which this ‘thighbrow’ is created 
is a popular pose in pictures on social media)

… but also more familiar words like app, selfie,
etc.
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FUDGE-test

- by Allan Metcalf

- based on the Apgar scale

- test to predict the future success of ‘newborn’ 

words; rating system for neologisms

- five significant factors

- each factor can score 0, 1 or 2

- aid for lexicographers; not an objective, 

scientific test
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FUDGE

Frequency of use

Unobtrusiveness

Diversity of users and situations

Generation of other forms and meanings

Endurance of the concept

Rooted neologisms: in the ANW
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Algemeen Nederlands Woordenboek
(ANW)

- online, corpus-based dictionary

- describes contemporary Dutch from 1970 onwards

- describes Dutch as it is used in the Netherlands and in 

Vlaanderen ‘Flanders’, the Dutch-speaking region in Belgium

- the chronological successor of the Woordenboek der 

Nederlandsche Taal (WNT)

- lots of neologisms in the ANW

- ANW: a word is considered a neologism if it was coined in or 

after the year 2000

- a neologism is only added to the ANW if it is rooted in the 

lexicon, not if it is ephemeral
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Neologisms in the ANW
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… but then you’ll miss ...

- interesting morpohological information and procedures of 
word coinage: -gate, -syndroom/-complex
ont-, hypes/crazes ending in -ing, etc.

- new composite forms coined in analogy with older ones: 
hangoudere (hangjongere); bore-out (burn-out), 
nobudgetfilm (lowbudgetfilm)

- neologisms often represent a certain era: economic crisis; the 
formation of a new government; the debate on racism; the 
debate on climate-change etc

- therefore: a special dictionary of neologisms: 
Neologismenwoordenboek (NW)

- (… and  also because visitors of ivdnt.org and users of the 
ANW seem to be interested in neologisms in particular)
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Neologismenwoordenboek (NW)

- dictionary of neologisms

- both rooted neologisms and ephemeral ones

- detecting neologisms in newspapers using 

Neoloog

- test version available
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Two dictionaries, one editor
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So … 

ANW
huis

Neo
Drakegate

plogging
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Neoloog

- computer tool to detect neologisms automatically

- designed at the INT by computer programmers Mathieu 

Fannee, Jan Niestadt and Rob van Strien

- for internal use only

- a corpus of Dutch newspapers is uploaded in Neoloog (NRC 

and de Standaard)

- updated every month

- ‘new words’ in this newspapers are detected by the computer 

as having appeared for the first time in and are presented in 

Neoloog in the form of a list

- every word can be viewed in its context 
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Neoloog
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Neoloog
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Front page
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Design and presentation

- alphabetically ordered lemma list

- search box

- advanced search: words with specific 

properties/labels

- describe a word

- design in line with the design of ivdnt.org
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Words with specific properties/labels 
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describe a word
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story

- each lemma starts with a short story about the 

neologism concerned

- in this story the word is defined, its etymology 

and morphology are elaborated, etc. 

(comparable to Neologisme van de week 

(ivdnt.org))
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tiny house
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Other information categories

Betekenis

Definitie| Semagram

Over het woord

Etymologie| Spelling | Uitspraak | Woordsoort | Woordvorming

Het woord in gebruik

Woordfamilie | Voorbeelden | Combinaties | Verbindingen| Bijzonderheden 

gebruik
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Definition
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Semagram

semagram: semantic frame; a representation of the concept of a word, 

especially used for nouns. It is a list with relevant properties of the concept 

connected to a specific meaning; in a frame-structure with fillers and slots
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Etymology
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Spelling
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Pronunciation
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Word class
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links

- ivdnt.org

- Neologism of the week: 

https://ivdnt.org/onderzoek-a-

onderwijs/lexicologie-a-

lexicografie/neologisme-van-de-week-archief

- ANW: http://anw.ivdnt.org/search

- NW: http://neologismen.ivdnt.org/search
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https://ivdnt.org/onderzoek-a-onderwijs/lexicologie-a-lexicografie/neologisme-van-de-week-archief

